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ABSTRACT

The critical fluxes for two different size colloidal silica suspensions are
measured . Electron microscopy is used as a tool for critical flux mechanism
Investigation. Above the critical flux, deposition of silica particles or form-
ation of a cake Is evident . This Is usually accompanied by a drop In deliver-
ed flux. For fluxes below the critical value there is no cake formation.
However, particles may deposit on the membrane surface for longer runs, or
when the flux Is marginally below the critical value . This is In accordance
with the model of having a concentrated polarized layer with intermittent
pore blockage or obstruction without permanent fouling. During the intermit-
tent blocking, particles have more chance to settle on the membrane surface
and form a small deposition . In this case the deposit has a flowing nature
rather than a stagnant structure. Another explanation for small deposition,
while flux remains below the critical value, is based on differences between
the local and average fluxes. The measured flux which is an average of ell
local fluxes is below the critical value . However, the local fluxes in parts of
the membrane may be higher than the critical flux, which may result in
formation of small cakes in various locations on the membrane surface.
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INTRODUCTION

To date, fouling is the most important factor that
has limited the use of membrane technology for
many applications. Fouling is the irreversible
deposition of material onto or into the membrane,
causing loss of flux and altered rejection . Flux is a
function of both pore size and pore density . As
fluid passes through a membrane, pores become
blocked with particles, and therefore, the pore
density is reduced resulting in a drop in the filtr-
ation rate. Another cause of the flux decline is the

accumulation of fouling material either inorganic
or organic on the membrane surface . In other
words, the overall permeability decay is caused by
pore clogging and/or by formation of cake on the
membrane surface. In addition to flux decline and
rejection alteration, fouling reduces plant effici-
ency, shortened membrane life, increases operating
pressure and cleaning frequency. With a constant
pressure pump, membrane fouling will result in a
flux decline, while in a constant flow rate filtration,
fouling will cause an increase in pressure drop
across the membrane .
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Table 1 . The specifications of microfiltration membranes.

Membrane GVWP GVHP

Material

Hydrophobicity
Nominal pore size

Pore size distribution

Thickness
Porosity

Structure
Rugosity

Specific gravity

Specific surface
Zeta potential

Water flux (P=100 kPa)
Permeability

Membrane resistance

PVDF

Hydrophilic
0.22 gm

0.15-0.72 g m

120 /.lm
60%

Mesh tortuous interconnected pores
Microrough

1 .75 (g/cm3)
31 (m2)m 2)

-13 mV
6900-7000 (1/m2.h)

2 .0X10"8 (rn/Pa .$)

5 .2 X1010 (m -1 )

PVDF

Hydrophobic
0 .22 gm

0 .19-0.80 gm
120 Elm

60%

Mesh-tortuous interconnected pores
Microrough

1 .75 (g)cm3)

429 (m21m2)

-20 mV
7000-7100 (lim2.h)

2.0X10-8 (m/Pes)
5.1 X 1010 (m —1 )

Control of fouling is of utmost importance.
Techniques involved are firstly pretreatment of
feed which can reduce the particulate density onto
the membranes, and therefore, reduce fouling.

Secondly, membrane regeneration, e .g. wash-
ing the membrane with chemicals, can reduce foul-
ing. Thirdly by operating conditions, e .g. moderate
pressure, crossflow, backwashing and pumping per-
meate, fouling can be controlled.

Pumping the permeate can control formation
of a cake layer on the membrane surface and pro-
duce stable fluxes if a 'critical flux' is not exceeded
[1-3]. In this procedure the flux is controlled by
pumping permeate at a specified rate [4] . Pumping
permeate produces very low transmembrane press-
ure resulting in fouling minimization.

In this work silica suspensions (feed) and
electron microscopy (tool) were used to elucidate
the mechanism of pumping permeate and critical
flux.

EXPERIMENTAL

The colloidal silica of two different sizes (12 nm

and 1gm) were obtained from DuPont and were
diluted from 40 wt% dispersion down to a 0.4 wt%

feed concentration using Milli-Q treated water
with a quality of 18 MQ .cm. The particles have
negative charges in the experiments condition.

Tests were performed in a crossflow cell
using Millipore 0.22 gm hydrophilic (GVWP), and
hydrophobic (GVHP) microfiltration membranes.
The specifications of the membranes are shown in
Table 1.

Millipore GVHP and GVWP membranes are
made of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) which is a
chemically stable polymer because of the fluoride
atoms in the polymeric backbone [S] . The repeat
unit in this polymer is -CH2-CF2-. The polymer
is initially highly hydrophobic [5] with the water
absorption of 0.04% [6] and by modification it can
be converted to a hydrophilic polymer [7] . From
the survey spectra Fldsch et al . [8] showed that the
hydrophobic membrane has only fluorine and
carbon on the surface but the surface of the
hydrophilic membrane has oxygen containing org-
anic groups . They concluded that the surface of
hydrophobic membranes is pure PVDF while the
modified surface consists of different polyhydroxy-
alkylacrylates or methacrylates . The hydrophiliza-
tion of the membranes can change their surface
properties [7] . The hydrophilic PVDF membrane
has lower pure water flux than the hydrophobic
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Figure 1 . SEM of the surface of GVWP membrane after
filtration of silica (12 nm) suspension (4 gib, below the
critical flux, after 3 h filtration)

because it probably has smaller pores due to the
surface modification . Also there are some inter-
actions between polymeric surfaces and their
surrounding media 181 . According to Persson et al.
17j the high flux of these PVDF microfilters is due
to the presence of a small number of large pores in
the pore size distribution.

The membrane module was constructed of
perspcx and possessed a channel height of 2 mm, a
channel width of 27 mm and a channel length of
80 mm. The effective membrane area was 19 cm 2.
The membranes were supported by an aluminium
plate punched with 3 mm holes. A peristaltic pump
was used to supply the operating pressure and the
feed circulation . Pressure transducers were used
for precise measurement of transmembrane press-
ure . Crosstlow rate was controlled by the recircula-
tion pump, while flux was fixed by the permeate
pump .

Figure 2 . SEM of the surface of GVWP membrane after

filtration of silica (12 rim) suspension (4 gIL, below the
critical flux, after 24 h filtration)

Transmembrane pressure was monitored as
the independent variable.

Surfaces of the used membranes were thin-
coated with 2—3 nm of chromium using a Dynavac
Xenosput 2000 and imaged with a field emission
scanning electron microscope.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To determine critical flux, the feed was filtered at
different flow rates of the permeate pump . Flux
was increased step by step and held for half an
hour for each flux . Initially transmembrane
pressure (AP) was stable but at some point it
started to increase with time . The highest value for
which AP would he stable is the critical flux_ The
measured critical fluxes for colloidal silica suspen-
sions of 12 nm and 1 ,urn at the concentration of 4
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figure 6 . SEM of the surface of GVHP membrane after

filtration of silica (12 nm) suspension (4 g,•L, above the
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critical flux, after 15 h filtration)
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g1L and the crossflow velocity of 1 ruts using
GVWP membrane are 190 and 160 llmt,
respectively.

Electron microscopy was used as a tool for
mechanism investigation . Tests were carried out
beyond and below the critical flux and for various
operating periods . The surfaces of the used
membranes were viewed using scanning electron
microscope.

For 12 aim silica suspensions, using hydro-
philic GVWP membranes, there is no evidence of
cake formation if flux is below the critical value
after 3 h (Figure 1) or 24 h (Figure 2) of filtration.
Above the critical flux, deposition of silica particles
(Figure 3) is evident . The small deposition is thick-
ened during time (Figure 4) leading to cake form-
ation (Figure 5) . The same trend was observed for
hydrophobic GVHP membrane. There is almost no
deposition of silica particles while working below
the critical flux (Figure 6) .

However, above the critical value a cake is
formed {Figure 7).

For 1 um silica suspension, the electron
micrograph shows that there is a small deposition
of particles while working below the critical flux
(Figure H) . However, formation of a cake is clear if
working beyond the critical flux (Figure 9).

These electron micrographs show that for
small particles there is no deposition if pumping
permeate is carried out below the critical flux.

However, large deposition or cake formation
is clearly observed if the operating flux is beyond
the critical value . Experimental data support this
conclusion as there is no flux decline if operating
flux is below the critical value . Severe flux decline
is observed even if flux is marginally above the
critical flux.

The small deposition during filtration below
the critical flux for large particles can he explained
due to intermittent obstruction of the pores. The

Figure 7 . SEM of the surface of GVHP membrane after
filtration of silica (12 nm) suspension (4 above the
critical flux, after 20 h fi ltration)

Figure 8 . SEM of the surface of GVWP membrane after

filtration of silica (1 ,ttm) suspension (4 g/L, above the
critical flux, after 20 h filtration)
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formation of a stagnant cake layer in pumping
permeate regime while flux is below the critical
value . However, depending on the size of the parti-
cles and operating conditions, a small deposition
with a flowing nature may he established on the
membrane surface . This is in accordance with the
model of intermittent blocking of the membrane
pores. The deposit may he formed while the pores
are in the obstruction mode.

Cake layer formation above the critical flux
is clearly shown in the electron micrographs. In this
case the transmembrane pressure rises rapidly
signifying cake-layer formation, which is usually
accompanied by a drop in delivered flux.

CONCLUSION

Electron microscopy can be used as a tool for
better understanding of the mechanism of critical
flux in pumping permeate regime. For silica
colloids with the size of 12 nm there is no cake
formation for fluxes below the critical value.
However, for larger silica particle (1 ,um) a small
deposition of the particles may form because of the
intermittent pore blockage . Above the critical flux,
cake formation is clear for suspensions of both
silica sires resulting in flux decline.

A general conclusion is that for fluxes below
the critical value there is either no cake formation
or formation of a small deposit with a flowing
nature . For both cases, there is no flux decline in
the course of filtration . The suggested mechanism
for this behaviour is unstability of the deposit layer.
This deposit intermittently settles down on the
membrane surface and turns hack to the hulk
solution . Unlike the cake formation this process is
not accompanied by flux decline.
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